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HURTADO Furniture Set to Premiere Elegant and Sophisticated
New Additions of the BOND Collection at Spring HPM 2022
Los Angeles- (2/9/22) - For over 81 years, Hurtado Furniture has distinguished itself as a high-quality
furniture brand devoted to tradition and attention to detail. This Spring, Hurtado will debut their newest
additions to the BOND Collection during High Point Market. The Bond Dining Room offers a
contemporary feel with its wooden or marble top, geometric design, and metal accents on its base. A true
classic, the collection offers a multitude of wood and metal finishes showcasing the brand’s impeccable
craftsmanship. The introductions will include dining tables, credenzas and side chairs. As part of the
Evolution Collection, the newest additions will be available in different finishes and metal options. The
latest BOND Collection can be viewed during market from April 2-6, 2022 in showroom 208 W. English
Road, NC.
The full BOND Collection includes bedroom and occasional pieces that are offered in all finishes from
evolution, all metals and marble top options. The Bond Collection features geometric shapes and irregular
plates in the designs that became the signature style. Despite the delays many manufacturers are
experiencing, production and shipping for the Bond Collection will not be affected. Hurtado’s lead time
for shipping is about 90 days from High Point.
The Bond Dining Table creates a harmonious dining room space with
its natural wood or marble top and stainless steel base. The table has
self-storing leaves to accommodate larger parties, a great addition to an
elegant dining setting. As part of the Evolution Collection, the table is
also available in different finishes and metal options.

BO0020

The Bond Credenza BO2027-1 fuses geometric details with elegant
design, pushing contemporary aesthetics to new heights. Available as a
4-door or a 3-door credenza equipped with two drawers, this piece is a
perfect storage solution that is both functional and beautiful.

BO2027-1

The Bond Side Chair 648500 is beautifully designed and handcrafted
with an authentic design from Spain. Each design is made of solid wood,
some with metal structures and upholstered in rich fabrics. Our clients
can modify both finishes, upholstery, and leather. The chair's streamlined
style makes it the ideal choice for your dining room or living room.

Sidechair 648500

Richly designed to add a distinguished, classic feel to any room, the Bond
Sidechair 548501 is handcrafted of solid wood that is accented with a
metal base. Its perfect proportions and decadent fabrics make it an ideal
complement to an elegant dining table. Both finishes and upholstery can
be modified to suit our clients' needs.

Sidechair 548501

The Bond Sidechair 546901 has a clean and timeless aesthetic. This
comfortable dining chair is expertly crafted and finished with an angled
back for ergonomic support. The chair is made of solid wood and
upholstered in Hurtado’s rich fabrics for a sophisticated look. Choose from
several finishes to complement the interior of your dining setting.

Sidechair 546901

###
ABOUT HURTADO:
Founded in 1940 in Spain, HURTADO’s beginnings consisted of making altar pieces from marble and
wood in South America, Central America and Spain. HURTADO is one of Spain’s leading manufacturers
of upscale and European-style furniture with a presence in more than 50 countries including the United
States, Russia and Japan as well as countries in Europe, Asia, the Middle East, and South America.
HURTADO also has an office, showroom, and distribution center in High Point, North Carolina.
HURTADO is now a third-generation company that has grown into an internationally renowned furniture
producer of high-end furniture by preserving the hallmarks and traditions of the HURTADO brand. For
more information, please visit the official website: www.hurtadofurniture.com

